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1 Introduction

Good morning, Chairman Walden, Chairman Burgess, Ranking Member Eshoo, Ranking Member

Schakowsky, and distinguished members of the Committee. I am testifying before you today on

the insecurity of the Internet of Things (IoT) as related the recent attacks on Dyn. I will provide a

perspective on the evolving cybersecurity risks and frame the issues in broader societal context.

In the appendix of my written testimony, you can also find photographs and stories of problematic

IoT devices where I invite your questions. In short, IoT security remains woefully inadequate,

and the Dyn attack is a sign of worse pains to come. None of these attacks are new, but the

sophistication, scale of disruption, and impact on infrastructure is unprecedented1. Cybersecurity

needs to be built into IoT devices, not bolted on after the fact. I will close with a summary and

recommendations on what can be done to improve IoT security and innovation.

Credentials and experience. My name is Dr. Kevin Fu. I represent the academic cybersecurity

research community. I am Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science at

the University of Michigan where I conduct research on embedded security, the discipline of pro-

tecting computers built into every day objects ranging from mobile phones and smart thermostats

to pacemakers and automotive airbags. My educational qualifications include a Ph.D., master’s

degree, and bachelor’s degree from M.I.T.’s Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer

Science. Michigan teaches programming to over 1,300 undergraduates each year, and we teach

a rigorous course in computer security to 440 undergraduates each year. I am speaking today as

an individual. All opinions, findings, and conclusions are my own and do not necessarily reflect

the views of any of my past or present sponsors or employers.

1The earliest prediction of IoT problems I have found is from 1995 on page 22 of the MIT Voodoo Humor Magazine
on Internet-enabled lightbulbs. http://web.mit.edu/voodoo/www/archive/pdfs/1995-Fall.pdf



2 Observations and Recommendations

In this testimony, I’d like to make the following observations and recommendations.

1. Security needs to be built into IoT devices, not bolted on. If cybersecurity is not part of the

early design of an IoT device, it’s too late for effective risk control.

2. Good security and bad security look the same at the surface. Default passwords are perva-

sive and harmful. Testing is an essential part of security, but a complete security develop-

ment lifecycle is necessary to effectively defend against increasingly sophisticated threats.

3. Focus on exposure to cybersecurity risks rather than merely “connectedness.”

4. For IoT devices already deployed, take joy that the millions of insecure IoT devices are just

a small fraction of what the IoT market will resemble in 2020.

5. Unlike inconvenient security problems for your tablet or notebook computer, IoT insecurity

puts human safety at risk. Innovative systems will not be safe if they are not secure. Hu-

man factors may impact IoT security more so than the technology. For instance, poor user

interfaces may encourage consumers to make unwise security decisions.

6. Security is a solution, not a problem. Better cybersecurity will enable new markets, promote

innovation, and give consumers confidence to use new technologies that improve the qual-

ity of life. Poor security will likely cause the IoT market to eventually collapse on itself as

consumers begin to lose trust in technology from compilations of horror stories.

7. There are tens of thousands of unfilled cybersecurity jobs in the USA. Existing approaches

are insufficient to train a large enough work force to counter growing cybersecurity threats

against IoT devices, our economy, and infrastructure.

8. The nation lacks independent, FFRDC-scale testing facilities akin to the NTSB (postmarket),

automotive crash safety testing (premarket), or NNSS (destruction and survivability testing)

to provide a proving ground for embedded cybersecurity defenses needed by IoT.
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My recommendations aim to ensure that insecure IoT technology does not put our national

infrastructure, hospitals, and homes at risk.

1. Incentivize built-in, basic cybersecurity hygiene for IoT devices by establishing meaningful

security milestones and encouraging use of strong cryptography.

2. Support agencies such as NIST and NSF to advance our understanding of how to protect

IoT devices and to establish a cybersecurity workforce that meets industry needs.

3. Study the feasibility of standing up an independent, national embedded cybersecurity testing

facility modeled after the NTSB, automotive crash safety testing, or the Nevada National

Security Site.

4. Leverage the existing cybersecurity expertise within NIST’s National Cybersecurity Center of

Excellence (CCoE) and Information Security and Privacy Advisory Board (ISPAB).

5. To meet national cybersecurity workforce shortfalls and protect our national infrastructure,

universities, industry, and government must find the strength and resolve to invest in embed-

ded cybersecurity with interdisciplinary science and engineering, industrial partnerships for

research and education, and service to the nation.

3 Why All the Fuss about Internet of Things Security?

None of these risks are new. Researchers have known about these flaws for decades. What’s

new is the scale and ease of attack because of the quantity of insecure IoT devices operated by a

highly distributed set of unwitting consumers.

To put the Dyn attack in perspective, think back to the 1980s when a person might dial the

operator to ask, “Please connect me to Alice.” The operator looks in a directory, finds the phone

number, then connects the caller to Alice. If only a few people call the operator in a period of time,

there is no problem. If 100,000 compromised IoT devices make this simple query simultaneously,

the operator will be overwhelmed. Legitimate callers will likely receive a busy tone. That is essen-
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tially what happened to Dyn. An overwhelming number of insecure IoT devices were tricked into

making directory queries to Dyn.

Think exposure, not connectedness. The term “networked” and “connected” are red herrings

in the long term because both terms hint at a perimeter-based security model. There are no ef-

fective network perimeters because IoT devices are notorious for piercing perimeters. Moreover,

a device can be partially connected. The healthcare community does not issue different guidance

for flu transmitted by cough versus flu transmitted by sneeze. Therefore, the cybersecurity com-

munity should not limit its thinking to just networks and connectivity. A network is not necessary

for a cybersecurity exploit; malware gets in just fine by unhygienic USB drives carried by unwitting

personnel. Hackers continue to use social engineering by telephone to trick personnel into giving

out unauthorized remote access. Rather than focus on connected devices, a more comprehensive

approach would examine exposed devices. Focus on outcomes, not modalities. I recommend us-

ing language such as “exposed to cybersecurity risk” instead of “networked” or “connected” when

discussing overall objectives because cybersecurity threats are constantly evolving.

Complexity breads insecurity. In my role as a member of the Computing Community Consor-

tium (CCC) Council, I recognize the painful challenges of IoT security. One of the core problems

with the increasing number of IoT devices is the increased complexity that is required to oper-

ate them safely and securely. This increased complexity creates new safety, security, privacy,

and usability challenges far beyond the difficult challenges individuals face just securing a single

device.

4 Examples of IoT Security Problems

Many of the security problems in IoT devices are attributable to lack of proper security engineering

during early design, but IoT devices also pose risks quite different in nature from traditional com-

puting. While both traditional computing and IoT devices suffer from poor cyberhygiene such as

the use of factory-set default passwords, IoT devices tend to have safety consequences or involve
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physical manipulation of the world that could more easily lead to harm.

National Vulnerability Database. The NVD now includes a category for IoT devices. NIST

quantifies risks of IoT vulnerabilities, and some of the results appear in the Common Vulnerabilities

and Exposures (CVE) database. Relevant to the Dyn attack, a DDoS vulnerability was scored in

2009 for a connected coffee pot (CVE-2008-7174), vehicle vulnerabilities, (CVE-2015-5611, Jeep

Chrysler vehicle) and medical devices (CVE-2011-3386, Medtronic insulin pump).

Internet-connected home security cameras. The irony is not lost on me that security cameras

have created an unwitting army of network bandwidth weaponry. I built my own home security

system and implanted home-made wirelessly powered sensors in the concrete foundation of my

house because I found that most security cameras have unverified or weak security. For instance,

one foreign manufacturer is a common OEM that supplies software to a number of popular se-

curity camera products sold in the USA. This particular software was vulnerable to a remote root

exploit, which means an attacker can take total control of the system via the Internet. When the

software manufacturer issued a patch to fix the security problem, the software malfunctioned and

consumers were forced to undo the patch. The manufacturer has since removed the patch, and

provides no mitigating security solution. Consumers are stuck with insecure security cameras.

Hospitals and healthcare delivery. The number one cybersecurity problem for hospitals is how

to ensure continuity of clinical operations to deliver safe and timely patient care. Note that security

is a means to an end: delivery of care. The healthcare community dodged the bullet on the Dyn

attack. Hospitals survived not by design, but by luck. The adversary did not target healthcare. This

time. Dyn represents a single point of failure for resolving Internet names, but hospitals have other

kinds of single points of failure. For instance, heating and ventilation now resembles IoT with un-

patched computers controlling negative pressure in units with highly infectious diseases. Elevators

systems run on embedded computers, where there is little understanding of defensive technology.

A number of hospitals expressed concern about IoT devices, and no one has been able to provide

assurance that a future Dyn-like attack will not cause a massive, nation-wide healthcare outage.
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The best known approach is to maintain a more accurate, risk-based inventory of devices, soft-

ware, and cyberexposure such that when a new vulnerability is discovered, hospitals can more

quickly identify affected devices to triage and remediate. However, hospitals simply do not have

accurate inventories of software in actual use. In my experience, we usually find “shadow IT” on

hospital networks. That is, contraband computing enters hospital infrastructure in unusual ways.

Figure 1: One medical device manufacturer had 35 CVEs and 125+ sets of exposed credentials.
This word cloud, courtesy of Scott Erven, describes common default passwords from a single
medical device manufacturer. Default passwords on cameras and other IoT devices enabled at-
tackers to direct a tsunami of network traffic at Dyn. Similar default password risks exist for medical
devices.

Medical device security. Default passwords and the inability to tolerate intrinsically hostile net-

works are two common problems in medical IoT devices. Another unusual problem with med-

ical devices is that traditional cryptography does not work as easily on battery-powered, im-

plantable devices because of the risks of cryptographic computations draining the battery. When

an implant’s battery runs low, it requires surgical replacement. For this reason, NIST’s effort on

lightweight cryptography is especially important. More information about medical device security

appears at medicalsecurity101.org and secure-medicine.org.

No Fire and Forget. There is no fire and forget for IoT security. Threats and vulnerabilities

constantly change. Therefore, any solution based solely on manufacturing is doomed to failure.

Software effectively ages because of shifting threats, and there will always be a need for vigilance
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and updates/maintenance. NIST produced a cybersecurity framework for industrial control sys-

tems that may apply well to IoT security. NIST recommends to first (1) assess cybersecurity risks

of inventory, (2) deploy compensating controls that address specific risks, and (3) continuously

monitor the effectiveness of the controls as threats change.

5 Why IoT Needs Embedded Cybersecurity

Embedded cybersecurity represents a rapidly growing area in terms of educational opportunities,

research questions, talent demand, and federal policy for science and engineering. Safety critical

systems such as automobiles, airplanes, and medical devices depend on embedded cybersecu-

rity. The market size for securing the Internet of Things is predicted to reach $37B by 2021. While

there are pockets of cybersecurity research and education programs across the country, the na-

tion lacks an independent testing facility that can begin to model complex behavior of interoperable

devices in homes, hospitals, transportation, etc. Moreover, industries will require a highly skilled

workforce for embedded security as they discover that security solutions are needed before con-

sumers will gain confidence in innovative new technologies like self-driving cars and sensors that

wirelessly command medical devices to delivery therapy.

Assessing medical IoT security. The Mayo Clinic reportedly spends roughly $300K per med-

ical device to perform security assessment, and they have thousands of models of devices. It

makes little economic sense to have individual hospitals testing the security of devices that ought

to remain secure for all 6,000 hospitals in the USA. Cybersecurity ought to be a public good much

like automobile safety. Imagine if every car dealer were individually responsible for crash test-

ing automobiles: costs would skyrocket and the public would have little confidence. A facility for

embedded cybersecurity at the scale of a hospital could provide testing to both government and

industry, while allowing students to conduct innovative research during surplus time.

National embedded cybersecurity testing facility. Neither industry nor government have the

capability to safely conduct thorough security testing and assessment on IoT devices spanning
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healthcare to transportation. The cost to establish a realistic test facility for healthcare IoT cyber-

security, for instance, is likely to exceed $1.1 billion because of the sheer complexity and special-

ized equipment. But that is much cheaper and more effective than having 6,000 hospitals across

50 states each attempting to establish tiny facilities.

6 National Activities on IoT Security

Federal agencies such as NIST and NSF have a number of initiatives aimed at improving IoT

security. The Computing Research Association’s CCC Council has also produced a number of IoT

security recommendations on behalf of the computing community. Below I provide references to

such documents at various stages of maturity to improve IoT security.

• The Computing Research Association primer on IoT policy and its role in innovation. http://

cra.org/govaffairs/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2016/02/IoT-Policy-Document.pdf

• Systems Computing Challenges in the Internet of Things by the CCC Council explains that

existing best practices in building robust and secure systems are insufficient to address the

new security challenges that IoT systems will present.

http://cra.org/ccc/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/09/IoTSystemsChallenges.pdf

• NIST published a widely cited document on cybersecurity for industrial control systems, and

one of the draft standards on lightweight cryptography is designed for the especially con-

strained environment of IoT devices.

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-82r2.pdf

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/nistir-8114/nistir_8114_draft.pdf

• NIST published Special Publication 800-183: Networks of “Things”’ as a framework to guide

engineers responsible for securing IoT technology.

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-183.pdf

• NIST has created a small number of projects to solve security problems in certain high

priority IoT technologies such as smart home devices, medical infusion pumps, and manu-
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facturing industrial control systems. http://tinyurl.com/zlhl653

https://nccoe.nist.gov/projects/use_cases/medical_devices

https://nccoe.nist.gov/projects/use_cases/manufacturing

• NSF highlighted a number of projects related to IoT security with application to cars, medical

devices, and voting machines.

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=136601

Thank you. I would be happy to respond to any questions you may have, especially on how

IoT security impacts hospitals and medical devices.
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